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What is required for secure and efficient networking of branch offices 

and the company headquarters?  

A site-to-site VPN is used to connect independent networks, for example, for branch 

office networking. In most cases this means that the branch office networks are con-
nected to the network of the company headquarters. Another possibility is machine-to-

machine (M2M) networking. In this case it is machines that communicate with the cen-
tral gateway. In all cases VPN gateways are used. They establish a connection to the 

Internet, then they encode and authenticate the IP user data for transmission and tun-
nel it through the Internet. IPsec is the VPN protocol that is most frequently used for 
these types of connection.   

This article discusses aspects of branch office networking that are frequently disregard-
ed during planning or extending site-to-site VPNs. However, these aspects cause prob-

lems none the less.    

Types of networks 

Meshed or star-shaped networks are the two options for branch office networking. With 

meshed networks, the branch offices are not only connected to the headquarters but 
also amongst each other. With star-shaped networks, however, all communication be-

tween the branch offices is channeled through one central VPN gateway. This results in 
higher latency in communication between the branch offices. However, a clear ad-
vantage of star-shaped networks is that IT administrators control the whole network 

via one central monitoring system.    Hence, star-shaped networks allow for real time 
detection and locating communication faults between the branch offices. However, this 

requires a central VPN management system. Should communication faults occur in the 
crosslinks of a meshed network, however, locating them is much more difficult.   If a 
network, for example, contains 100 branch offices, controlling this network would 

cause substantial extra effort.   

High Availability 

The criteria of availability differ, depending on which branch offices are connected to 

the main network. This means high availability has to be guaranteed for branch offices 
which must not break down; common examples are branch offices of banks and their 

ATM's or checkout systems of retail chains.  In order to guarantee high availability, 
professional VPN systems support several backup systems.   

Monitoring the VPN connection is a basic requirement for being able to carry out back-
ups. One method of connection monitoring is DPD (Dead Peer Detection- RFC). On top 
of that, the VPN gateway of the branch office should support several alternative media 

types (communication mediums) for Internet dial up.   The VPN solution should be able 
to automatically recognize a communication fault with a remote side. If it does, the 

VPN gateway disconnects the standard connection automatically a sets up an alterna-
tive backup link. Most modern VPN software solutions support infinite backup connec-
tions. With these solutions, the restricting factor is the number of communication me-

diums the hardware supports.   
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Central Management  

A central VPN management system is required for effective networking of branch offic-
es. Even if there are only a few branch offices, the time and money that has to be 

spent on local network administration is out of proportion. With M2M, such kind of ad-
ministration this is hardly possible.   

Central management automates management of remote / branch office VPN gateways. 
The more VPN relevant systems the central management contains, the simpler and 

more manageable the network becomes for administrators. Apart from configuration 
and software update management the following tasks should be included into the man-
agement software, too: management of digital software or hardware certificate (CA) 

rollout, an LDAP console for identity and rights management as well as security moni-
toring of the end-devices (Network Access Control / Endpoint Security).    

Image 1: Multiple VPN Management Console 
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A VPN system secures all data transfers in an encrypted tunnel. However, sealing of 
the communication has to take place as early as Internet dial up, which is the most 

frequent point of vantage of hacker attacks. The core problem is how the branch offices 
authenticate towards the central gateway. One possibility for authentication are pre-

shared keys, another is the use of certificates. For security reasons certificates are the 
better option, because they can be adapted. This means old certificates can be locked 

and new ones can be issued.   Certificate handling has to be organized; i.e. if one cer-
tificate expires, the VPN management should offer automatisms that request and issue 
new certificates.  

At times, a further security requirement is simply overlooked: The firewall must only 
allow IPsec connections. Usually branch offices connect to the Internet via a DSL rout-

er. This router protects the VPN gateway. Some VPN gateways also support the com-
munication medium PPPoE. This means, the gateway can directly be used for DSL dial-

up and a DSL router becomes obsolete. In this case, too, the firewall must only allow 
IPsec connections. Maintenance of the branch offices' VPN gateway can also be possible 
by direct dial up via ISDN - not via the Internet.   

Masking 

Administrators frequently demand access to all end-devices. They either want to access 
them from the headquarters or from the management system. Their demand is legiti-

mate from their point of view. On the other hand it is easier to exclude the branch of-
fices' IP networks and to mask them for communication with the headquarters. Mask-

ing means, they are hidden behind an address.  However, these two demands contra-
dict each other.  

If administrators have to access all branch office networks transparently, it is essential 
that each branch office network receives its own, unique IP address range (if it does 

not have one, yet). At the same time, this means that all installed routers and end-
devices have to be configured again. This might be feasible for small networks, howev-
er, in larger network environments time and money IT administrators have to spent on 

this task is enormous. The administrator has to take care that the corresponding routes 
are known at the central side. Some VPN gateways dynamically publish the routing in-

formation, when a connection is set up.  

If transparent access is not absolutely essential, masking the IP addresses via Network 

Address Translation (NAT) is a viable solution. This means, the IP address is changed 
into a VPN tunnel IP address, which the host or the central VPN management system 

recognizes and automatically allocates to the branch office – not to the end-device. 
This significantly reduces time and money spent on configuration and rollout.   
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Image 2: Masking (NAT) or transparent branch office access 

This means, companies have to choose between masking and access to all end-
devices. The latter comes with increased administration effort for the branch offices. Of 
course, mixed operation is possible, too.  

Fragmenting and Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) 

A further problem, which occurs, is the size of the data packets when communicating 
via different Internet dial-up media. For example, DSL allows for packet sizes of 1492 

Byte. Frequently VPN data packets, which the branch office VPN gateway sends to the 
router via DSL, are larger than 1492 Byte. This results in fragmented VPN IPsec data 

packets as default. However, this fragmentation has a negative effect at IP level, since 
various routers do not accept fragmented IPsec packets. They do not forward such da-
ta packets and the data is lost.  

This problem can be combated with pre-fragmentation. This process does not fragment 
the IPsec packets but fragments the data packets prior to tunneling, which means, the 

IPsec tunnel header is added after fragmentation. With this method, the system only 
sends non-fragmented data packets that the Internet router / firewall accepts.    
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Modern professional VPN solutions provide this intelligent method of dynamic reduction 
of the MTU. Such VPN gateways are able to automatically adapt the packet size of TCP 

connections to the defined size prior to connection set up.  

Enforced 24h disconnect for DSL connections 

24h disconnect is immaterial for site-to-site VPNs. However, during "peak times" a 

permanent connection has to remain established. Most providers automatically carry 
out the enforced 24h disconnect 24 hours after the first connection setup.  This means 

that the administrator has to pay attention as early as VPN installation that the VPN 
gateway offers a feature that allows the administrator to set the time of the enforced 
24h disconnect.   

Branch office structure is decisive 

All aspects discussed above should be taken into consideration when implementing a 
site-to-site VPN installation. In most cases it is only details that make branch office 

networking become difficult, even if it has been in place for years. Most VPN gateways 
are suitable for simple standard networks, however, administration and management 
tools separate the wheat from the chaff.  

 


